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So what is AI?
The field of research and innovation that is attempting to realise the

dream of building intelligent machines is called Artificial Intelligence (AI*). 

It has lofty aims:“ ... to build machines that can understand the real world 

and use this understanding to accomplish complex tasks; that can 

survive and adapt to a changing environment; and that can act rationally 

and co-operatively in providing services to people, organisations, and 

other machines ...”

It is fair to say that after over 60 years of research and development we 

are still far from achieving the (“generalised/strong”) AI vision, however, 

the spin-offs we have/to-be gained while striving for it are potentially 

revolutionary (“specialised/weak” AI applications).

Source : “What has AI done for us?”, M. Georgeff & N, Azarmi, BTTJ 21,4, pp15-22, 2003, Springer

*) AI encompasses many areas of investigation including knowledge-based systems, natural-language processing, speech recognition and synthesis, 

automated reasoning (rule-based reasoning, case-based reasoning, model based reasoning, qualitative and/or spatial reasoning, etc), automatic programming, 

machine vision, search and knowledge representation, planning and scheduling, neural networks, machine learning (Deep Learning), robotics, distributed AI 

and agents, soft computing, and nature-inspire computing,                                                                                                      



Artificial Intelligence (AI)

AI research and innovation  looks at problems that are easy for humans but difficult for machines:

• Perception (Speech & Vision)

• Language Understanding

• Reasoning under Uncertainty

• Context Understanding, Concept Forming & Abstraction, Generating Explanations

Capabilities successfully developed by AI research and innovation

• Search Engines, Planning & Optimisation Systems

• Expert Systems (systems of logical rules)

• Game playing (chess, go, poker)

• Machine Learning

• Very recently:  improvements in image understanding and language translation



AI Applications Today – some examples

• Autonomous Planning & 
Scheduling

• Analysis of data

• Image recognition and vision

• Chat Bots and Virtual 
Assistants

• Self-driving cars



Chat Bots – Not a Replacement for Human Advisors
… but they can be useful in the right context

Customer Self Help Interface Electronic Colleague

Replacing FAQ documents.

But not good enough yet for workflows that

require conversations and insight.

Support customer advisors that run chats or 

need to navigate across legacy systems

Help engineers who have their hands full



Chat Bots, Conversational Agents, Virtual Assistants
Popular, but because they talk to us we tend to overestimate their capabilities

For them to work well they need: Capability in 2018

• Natural Language Interface (voice to text & text analysis) mostly ok

• Domain Understanding (building a knowledge model) difficult

• Context Awareness (to refer back to what was said) difficult

• Intention Awareness (not always expressed or defined by domain) difficult

• Sentiment / Emotion Recognition rare

• Other Modalities (vision, touch, …) rare

Source: https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2017/may/05/human-robot-interactions-take-step-forward-with-emotional-chatting-machine-chatbot



Humanoid Social Robots: Chat Bots with Facial Expressions?

http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p059t7k1 (accessed 8 Dec 2017) https://youtu.be/kWlL4KjIP4M?t=37s (play from 37s, accessed 8 Dec 2017)

Humanoid form gives illusion of advanced capabilities, but dialogues are largely scripted or work only in 

very limited domains. Semi-autonomous industrial robots or non-humanoid social robots are more likely 

(watch the BBC programme).

http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p059t7k1
https://youtu.be/kWlL4KjIP4M?t=37s


AI In the News



Artificial Intelligence - the future 
• AI will be reshaping the way we engage with both digital and the physical world, it offers the 

potential to change how we live our lives, how companies operate and the basis of 
competitive advantage for individuals, enterprises and nations.

- we are approaching a phase change in the capability and impact of AI technologies – and qualitative change in 
how businesses and society need to address them.

- AI is a toolset – a combination of engineering, science, knowledge, management and users. In many senses it’s 
a natural progression of the digitization of business and society.

- As the digital and physical worlds become more deeply entwined, AI will provide many of the tools by which 
we organize, understand and interact with the connected world.

• Despite the fact that true machine intelligence and the vision of general/strong AI have not 
yet been achieved and that some have chosen to portray a gloomy picture of impact of AI on 
our future life, society and economy, past and more importantly recent advances in AI (aka 
“Modern AI”, eg. Deep Learning) can offer huge benefits when applied appropriately, eg :

- Extending human capabilities – for example providing employees with powerful new tools and the ability to 
reason across complex socio-technical systems such as cities or companies.

- Automating routine knowledge work and complex physical tasks such as driving and manufacturing, potentially 
leading to cost efficiency and better quality of products and services.

- Empowering customers with products and services that are more responsive, adaptive, autonomous and 
useable.



Artificial Intelligence – a way forward

Suggestions on steps to take for businesses and governments as they plot AI-enabled futures :

• Understanding the nature and impact of AI

• Understanding what role a company/government will play in the AI value chains for its 
industry/society

• Becoming AI ready

• Experiment with AI and identify early wins

• Expect an AI Marathon
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